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About the CLIC Project

The CLIC project applies circular economy principles to cultural heritage 
adaptive reuse to help achieve environmentally, socially, culturally and 

economically sustainable urban/territorial development. 

Four Heritage Innovation Partnerships (HIPs) test innovative financing, 
business and governance tool and models in different contexts

www.clicproject.eu



QUICK PLUG!

WHO: startups, entrepreneurs, informal teams, 
early stage and pre-seed startups from both EU 
and non-EU countries

WHAT: innovative developed or in-process 
projects, solutions, technologies, and models 
that follow sustainable development, social 
innovation and ethical finance principles

IN THESE SECTORS:
• Cultural, safe and sustainable tourism
• Creative, cultural, education and 

entertainment industries
• Heritage Community, social innovation and 

ethical finance
• Circular City technologies and materials
• Abandoned cultural landscapes regeneration

DEADLINE: 15 October 2020

www.clicproject.eu

CLIC STARTUP COMPETITION



The Circular Governance Concept

We wanted to know if and how…

a Circular Governance approach to adaptive reuse of cultural 

heritage is being used in selected cities and regions;

which governance models and tools can best help communities 

continuously re-invent and revive the functions/use of cultural 

heritage sites.
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Defining Circular Governance

The CLIC Circular Governance Approach is a 

values-based, principled approach for 

valorising, protecting, and sustaining cultural 

heritage assets as a process to encourage 

high-quality adaptive reuse cultural heritage 

projects as a common good for society.



Why Circular Governance?

Applying a Circular Governance approach to Adaptive Reuse can: 

• reduce waste, raw material consumption and energy use 

• preserve tangible and intangible heritage elements (like traditional 

construction methods, materials, and processes) 

• engage a wider support community for long-term custodianship

• result in higher-quality interventions

• foster new synergistic business, finance and governance partnership 

models 



Factors and Conditions that Enable Circular Governance

“Circular Governance is a necessary precondition for sustainable 
adaptive reuse of cultural heritage”

Research Question: What are the factors and conditions that enable circular 
governance?

• What are the reasons behind the choice to intervene on specific buildings or 

sites (for private or public organisations)?

• Is the intervention compatible with the heritage site’s legal / policy framework?

• Which actors and stakeholders are participating in the adaptive reuse? How do 

they interact, particularly over the long-term? 

• What are the factors and conditions that enable or hinder circularity?



Looking for Circular Governance Examples

D3.4 Report: Circular governance models for 
adaptive reuse of cultural heritage

16 International Case Studies

Questionnaires Interviews Desk research

Literature 
review

Cultural Heritage Custodian Models

Circular Governance 
Approach
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Processes



Stakeholder Mapping Process: General Example



Three Custodian Models

BYRRH – Le Byrrh, Brussels (Belgium)

Casino Urban Culture Centre, Cluj (Romania)

Naqsh-e Jahan Square, Isfahan (Iran)

Casino Palace, Podkowa Leśna (Poland)

Galeb Ship, Rijeka (Croatia)

Botica Solera, San José (Costa Rica)

14|15 Baťa Institute Zlín (Czech Republic)

Ibrahim Hashem House, Amman (Jordan)

Victoria Baths, Manchester (UK)

The Young Project, Montreal (Canada)

Minerva‘s Garden, Salerno (Italy)

The New Bazaar, Tirana (Albania)

Cavalerizza Reale, Turin (Italy)

Pakhuis de Zwijger, Amsterdam (Netherlands)

Simonsland, Borås - Västra Götaland (Sweden)

San Roque Neighbourhood, Cuenca (Ecuador)



Key Challenges to being Circular

Lack of transparent and comprehensive impact indicators

Conflicting policies and regulations

Lack of existing “circular” regulations and frameworks

Long bureaucratic and political processes

Financial self-sufficiency

Lack of construction circularity guidance / policies (materiality)

Gentrification

Lack of “democratic maturity”
Partial application of participation mechanisms

Weak motivation/trust in the government

Knowledge gap (for inclusion)

Unclear selection criteria for choosing projects

Poor communication

Demanding to manage diverse interests amongst different actors to reach consensus

Loss of local traditions

Over-reliance on volunteerism

Privatizing heritage assets management
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Thank you!

https://iclei-europe.org/publications-tools/

https://www.clicproject.eu/files/D3-4.pdf /

D3.4 Circular governance models for adaptive reuse of 
cultural heritage

THE FULL REPORT

THE SYNTHESIS REPORT

Adaptive Reuse of Cultural Heritage: An Examination 
of Circular Governance Models from 16 International 
Case Studies

https://iclei-europe.org/publications-tools/
https://www.clicproject.eu/files/D3-4.pdf

